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ABSTRACT
We present a chemical abundance analysis of 300S-1, the brightest likely member star of the
300km s−1 stream near the faint satellite galaxy Segue 1. From a high-resolution Magellan/MIKE
spectrum we determine a metallicity of [Fe/H] = −1.46± 0.05± 0.23 (random and systematic uncer-
tainties) for star 300S-1, and find an abundance pattern similar to typical halo stars at this metallicity.
Comparing our stellar parameters to theoretical isochrones, we estimate a distance of 18±7kpc. Both
the metallicity and distance estimates are in good agreement with what can be inferred from compar-
ing the SDSS photometric data of the stream stars to globular cluster sequences. While several other
structures overlap with the stream in this part of the sky, the combination of kinematic, chemical and
distance information makes it unlikely that these stars are associated with either the Segue 1 galaxy,
the Sagittarius stream or the Orphan stream. Streams with halo-like abundance signatures, such as
the 300 km s−1 stream, present another observational piece for understanding the accretion history of
the Galactic halo.
Subject headings: Galaxy: halo – Galaxy: kinematics and dynamics – stars: abundances
1. INTRODUCTION
In the ΛCDM model, structure builds up hierarchi-
cally, with smaller objects merging to build larger ones.
One consequence of this is stellar streams in the Galac-
tic halo, produced as accreted objects are tidally dis-
rupted (see e.g. Lynden-Bell & Lynden-Bell 1995 and
references therein). A well-known example is the stream
extending from the Sagittarius dwarf spheroidal, which
has been traced more than one full wrap around the
Milky Way (e.g., Ibata et al. 1994; Majewski et al. 2003).
In a part of the sky dubbed the “Field of Streams”
(Belokurov et al. 2006), at least two wraps of the Sagit-
tarius stream as well as several other structures are visi-
ble.
A new velocity structure in this field has recently been
discovered overlapping with the ultra-faint object Segue 1
(Belokurov et al. 2007b): Radial velocity data to deter-
mine Segue 1’s velocity dispersion by Geha et al. (2009)
revealed a group of stars moving near 300km s−1 (with
dispersion of ∼ 10 km s−1). For comparison, the Segue 1
dwarf has a mean velocity of 208 km s−1 with a dispersion
of 3 km s−1 (Simon et al. 2011; hereafter S11). The same
overdensity of stars at this velocity was seen by Norris et
al. (2010; hereafter N10), and in the larger spectroscopic
sample of Segue 1 stars of S11. The stars have so far
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been interpreted as part of a stellar stream independent
of Segue 1, and we shall refer to it as the “300km s−1
stream” or “300S” throughout this paper. Since the full
extent of this structure has not been mapped out, how-
ever, it is also possible that these stars belong to a bound
object.
From SDSS photometry, one can obtain an estimate of
the distance and metallicity of the 300 km s−1 stream by
comparing the color-magnitude diagram to globular clus-
ter sequences and isochrones. To further characterize the
stream chemically, however, high-resolution spectroscopy
is necessary. Here, we present the first high-resolution
spectrum and detailed abundance analysis of a star in
300S.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly discuss the sample from which the main target
for high-resolution spectroscopy was selected. The ob-
servations and basic spectral analysis of our target star
is presented in Section 3, and the abundance analysis
in Section 4. We interpret the results in Section 5, and
discuss the nature and potential origin of the stream in
Section 6.
2. STREAM SAMPLE AND TARGET SELECTION
There are two existing medium-resolution spectro-
scopic studies of the region around the ultra-faint dwarf
galaxy Segue 1, N10 and S11. N10’s data were obtained
with the Anglo-Australian Telescope’s AAOmega spec-
trograph, which can take simultaneous spectra of 400
targets over a field 2◦ in diameter. They were targeting
stars in the RGB locus. S11, on the other hand, were us-
ing the DEIMOS spectrograph on the Keck II telescope,
focusing on an area within ∼ 15′ of the center of Segue 1,
and going deeper than N10. Table 1 lists all stars (52 to-
tal) in the two samples with heliocentric radial velocities
higher than 240km s−1. This value corresponds to about
the cutoff of Segue 1 dwarf galaxy stars in S11 (their Fig-
ure 3). It conservatively includes all stars with velocities
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that are not consistent with Segue 1 membership, and
hence potential 300S candidates. The estimated veloc-
ity uncertainty for the N10 stars is 10 km s−1; the in-
dividual velocity uncertainties for S11 stars are shown
in the table. The list includes four targets from the
AAOmega sample not published in N10 due to slightly
lower confidence in the radial velocity measurement. We
also list photometry from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey,
DR7 (Abazajian et al. 2009).
Figure 1 summarizes the properties of the two samples.
The top left panel shows a histogram of the heliocentric
radial velocities measured. The central peak (∼ 270-
330km s−1) has a mean velocity of 300.4 ± 1.1 kms−1
and a dispersion of 10.3 ± 1.2 kms−1. Considering
the independent N10 and S11 samples separately we
still arrive at a dispersion of 10 km s−1 for the central
peak, and similar means (303.3 ± 3 km s−1 for N10 ver-
sus 299.1 ± 1 km s−1 for S11). It is not clear whether
the intermediate “bridge” candidates with 240km s−1
< vhelio < 270km s
−1 or the three extreme-velocity stars
with vhelio > 340 kms
−1 should be considered part of
the same structure, but follow-up observations tracing
the stream over a larger field of view could resolve this.
The top right panel of Figure 1 shows the color-
magnitude diagram of all the stream candidate stars from
Table 1. Here, stream candidates are shown as black cir-
cles. (Three stars redder than (g − i) = 1.2 are not
shown.) For comparison, the green triangles show radial
velocity members of the Segue 1 dwarf galaxy, which was
the target of the N10 and S11 studies. Open symbols
show stars from the N10/AAO sample, while filled sym-
bols are from the S11 sample. Note that the N10 sample
covers a much larger field of view but does not go as
deep – as a result, most of the bright stream stars, in-
cluding our target (star symbol), show up in this sample.
In order to illustrate the photometric criteria used in the
samples, the blue and red dots show the stars observed
by N10 and S11, respectively, that met their photomet-
ric selection cut for follow-up spectroscopy, but are radial
velocity non-members of Segue 1 and the stream.
The solid line shows the M5 cluster sequence (An et al.
2008), which gives a good fit to the stream main se-
quence and subgiant branch when shifted to a distance
of 18 kpc. The metallicity of M5 is [Fe/H] = −1.3 (e.g.,
Carretta et al. 2009), and the SDSS photometry suggests
that the 300S is slightly more metal-rich than Segue 1
(Simon et al. 2011). We note, however, that the red gi-
ant branch of the stream is bluer than this sequence, and
in prinicple, would be better fit by the RGB of the more
metal-poor globular cluster M92. If done so, the better
populated turnoff region is not well fitted, so we adopt
the M5 sequence.
There are six stream candidate stars brighter
than r = 19, and thus possible candidates for
high-resolution spectroscopy. Our chosen target
(SDSSJ100914.95+155948.4; the first star in Table 1) is
marked with an open star symbol. It is identified as
“Segue 1-11” in N10, but we shall refer to it by “300S-
1” throughout this paper. Its location in the color-
magnitude diagram indicates that it is most likely a red
giant, though it could also be consistent with a horizon-
tal branch star at this distance. Both its colors, and the
radial velocity of 301km s−1 measured by N10 are con-
sistent with stream membership. A medium resolution
spectrum, taken as part of the N10 campaign, indicates
that 300S-1 is more metal-rich than a typical Segue 1
metallicity – consistent with S10’s prediction based on
isochrone fitting. Accordingly, we deemed it the best
candidate for high-resolution spectroscopy follow-up.
The nature of the other five bright stars is less clear.
As noted in Geha et al. (2009), random halo stars at
these extreme velocities are very rare. If they indeed
were turnoff stars, the stream would have a coherent ve-
locity over four magnitudes in distance modulus, which
seems unlikely. The three stars around r ∼ 17.5 could be
red horizontal branch stars, but if so, raises the question
of why we do not see more red giants when assuming
the numbers of horizontal branch stars and red giants to
be roughly equal. The nature of the very bright star at
r = 15.8 is also not understood but additional data of
these brighter stars could provide more insight.
Finally, the spatial coverage of the two samples is
shown in the two bottom panels. The brighter stream
stars in the N10 sample (left) extend at least over 1◦ on
the sky; the deeper sample of S11 (right) only covers a
15′ radius around the center of Segue 1. The box size
here represents the full field of view observed in the N10
sample, and so for the lower left panels, again, all stars
observed by N10 are shown to better illustrate the distri-
bution. New photometric observations to determine the
full extent of this stream on the sky, as well as deeper
observations in a larger region than that covered by S11,
would be very important for better understanding and
characterizing this structure.
3. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
3.1. Observations
We obtained a spectrum of 300S-1 with the MIKE
spectrograph (Bernstein et al. 2003) on the Magellan
Clay telescope in March 2010. The total exposure time
for this V = 17.6mag star was 4.5 hours, distributed over
six exposures to allow for removal of cosmic rays. MIKE
spectra have nearly full optical wavelength coverage from
∼ 3500-9000A˚. Using a 1.0′′ slit and 2 × 2 on-chip bin-
ning, a resolution of ∼ 22, 000 is achieved in the red, and
∼ 28, 000 in the blue wavelength regime.
The data were reduced using an echelle data reduc-
tion pipeline made for MIKE7. The reduced individual
orders were normalized and merged to produce final one-
dimensional blue and red spectra ready for the analysis.
The S/N of the data of this faint object is modest: 17
at ∼ 4500 A˚ and 20 at ∼ 5200 A˚.
In addition to our main target, we also took MIKE
spectra of three bright comparison stars chosen from the
Fulbright (2000; hereafter F00) sample in March 2011.
These comparison stars were chosen based on having stel-
lar parameters and metallicities that bracketed our first
estimate for 300S-1. Table 2 summarizes the observa-
tions of our targets. Spectra were taken with a 1.0′′ slit
and short exposures, in order to get a similar data quality
and S/N to that of the 300S-1 spectrum. Figure 2 shows
the spectrum of 300S-1 and the short-exposure spectra of
the comparison stars in the region around the Mg b lines
at 5170 A˚. By comparing stellar parameters and abun-
7 Available at http://obs.carnegiescience.edu/Code/python
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TABLE 1
Stream Member Candidate Stars
Identifier R. A. Dec. g r i g − r Vhelio Ref
(J2000) (J2000) (km s−1)
300S-1a 10 09 15.0 +15 59 48.4 17.99 17.49 17.26 0.73 307 N10
300S-2 10 07 40.1 +16 03 09.7 19.96 19.55 19.44 0.52 298/303.1±3.1 N10/S11
300S-3 10 06 59.0 +15 44 18.8 19.72 19.33 19.14 0.58 307 N10
300S-4 10 06 51.8 +15 49 41.5 20.36 20.04 19.91 0.45 300 AAO
300S-5 10 06 20.0 +15 46 12.7 20.09 19.78 19.67 0.42 315 AAO
300S-6 10 06 12.0 +15 45 48.4 20.08 19.62 19.61 0.47 327 N10
300S-7 10 05 30.6 +15 54 18.1 19.83 19.49 19.31 0.52 305 N10
300S-8 10 06 27.7 +15 54 08.6 20.15 19.88 19.71 0.44 300 AAO
300S-9 10 06 47.7 +16 13 30.1 20.01 19.70 19.51 0.50 300 AAO
300S-10 10 06 58.5 +16 20 45.6 19.84 19.37 19.18 0.66 295 N10
300S-11 10 08 39.7 +16 28 26.7 19.16 18.73 18.60 0.56 288 N10
300S-12 10 06 00.2 +16 05 18.6 20.22 19.68 19.51 0.71 242 N10
300S-13 10 06 18.7 +16 03 39.0 21.67 21.14 20.90 0.77 268.6 ± 3.1 S11
300S-14 10 06 20.0 +16 00 42.1 21.70 21.41 21.18 0.52 305.5 ± 4.3 S11
300S-15 10 06 30.9 +16 15 12.1 21.47 21.13 20.95 0.52 321.0 ± 8.8 S11
300S-16 10 06 42.8 +15 57 09.3 21.56 21.23 21.02 0.54 291.9 ± 6.4 S11
300S-17 10 06 46.8 +16 06 08.3 20.53 20.22 20.07 0.46 294.5 ± 2.9 S11
300S-18 10 06 48.5 +16 09 58.1 20.27 19.98 19.79 0.48 306.0 ± 2.6 S11
300S-19 10 06 50.8 +16 03 51.2 22.13 21.95 21.83 0.30 312.6 ±11.9 G09, S11
300S-20 10 06 54.2 +15 55 20.7 22.12 21.53 21.29 0.83 268.5 ± 6.2 S11
300S-21 10 06 56.1 +16 06 60.0 21.34 21.09 20.99 0.35 302.0 ± 2.6 S11
300S-22 10 06 58.5 +15 57 48.9 21.56 21.09 20.84 0.72 290.5 ± 3.6 S11
300S-23 10 07 04.6 +16 01 30.8 21.22 20.81 20.76 0.46 295.8 ± 3.9 S11
300S-24 10 07 04.6 +16 08 12.6 21.08 20.85 20.74 0.34 296.9 ± 3.4 S11
300S-25 10 07 08.4 +15 56 46.3 22.03 21.56 21.45 0.58 286.3 ± 5.4 S11
300S-26 10 07 09.1 +16 04 36.6 22.29 21.88 21.57 0.72 312.7 ± 6.4 S11
300S-27 10 07 09.7 +15 53 12.3 16.11 15.83 15.72 0.39 303.4 ± 2.2 S11
300S-28 10 07 13.0 +15 57 34.8 18.28 18.00 17.87 0.41 307.9 ± 2.4 S11
300S-29 10 07 13.7 +16 04 44.8 22.13 21.76 21.47 0.66 293.4 ± 4.8 G09, S11
300S-30 10 07 15.5 +16 05 52.1 20.36 20.07 19.97 0.39 282.0 ± 2.8 S11
300S-31 10 07 15.5 +16 15 19.1 20.74 20.43 20.42 0.32 266.8 ± 3.1 S11
300S-32 10 07 17.2 +16 05 11.9 22.10 21.78 21.38 0.72 266.3 ± 4.4 S11
300S-33 10 07 17.4 +16 03 55.6 20.11 19.77 19.64 0.47 295.9 ± 2.4 G09, S11
300S-34 10 07 20.0 +16 01 37.5 17.62 17.27 17.12 0.50 312.7 ± 2.2 S11
300S-35 10 07 21.2 +16 11 18.2 20.99 19.73 19.20 1.79 281.6 ± 2.4 S11
300S-36 10 07 21.8 +15 54 24.5 20.61 20.22 20.22 0.39 307.2 ± 5.5 S11
300S-37 10 07 29.6 +16 11 07.1 20.35 19.34 19.02 1.33 309.6 ± 2.2 S11
300S-38 10 07 32.5 +16 05 00.5 22.58 22.04 21.91 0.67 281.1 ± 6.9 G09, S11
300S-39 10 07 35.0 +15 54 31.5 20.78 20.54 20.39 0.39 303.2 ± 2.8 S11
300S-40 10 07 37.3 +16 07 46.2 21.25 20.99 20.81 0.44 296.0 ± 3.9 S11
300S-41 10 07 40.2 +15 58 55.6 21.32 20.96 20.80 0.52 295.8 ± 3.8 S11
300S-42 10 07 42.5 +16 00 06.8 22.47 22.02 21.46 1.01 296.6 ±10.3 S11
300S-43 10 07 43.8 +15 49 32.9 22.47 20.98 20.36 2.11 299.2 ± 2.5 S11
300S-44 10 07 47.2 +16 05 45.5 20.13 19.77 19.67 0.46 294.3 ± 2.4 S11
300S-45 10 07 35.9 +16 11 25.7 23.79 22.08 22.00 1.79 242.2 ± 7.8 S11
300S-46 10 06 25.7 +15 54 22.1 21.58 21.13 20.95 0.63 244.3 ± 5.6 S11
300S-47 10 07 11.8 +16 06 30.4 22.80 22.16 21.95 0.85 247.1 ±15.9 S11
300S-48 10 07 07.8 +16 07 21.5 20.64 20.34 20.23 0.41 247.7 ± 2.8 S11
300S-49 10 07 35.2 +15 57 15.3 22.53 21.13 20.41 2.12 255.1 ± 3.0 S11
300S-50 10 06 28.4 +15 56 28.8 17.85 17.56 17.43 0.42 347.1 ± 2.9 S11
300S-51 10 07 36.9 +15 59 58.9 21.99 21.87 21.60 0.39 373.0 ± 6.0 S11
300S-52 10 06 51.7 +16 17 59.2 21.40 20.92 20.95 0.45 394.9 ± 8.9 S11
a Target star, referenced as Segue1-11 in N10
dances derived from these short-exposure spectra to the
published values, we are able to assess the accuracy of
our low S/N spectrum of 300S-1.
3.2. Line Strength Measurements
We obtained a first estimate for the radial velocity from
the two strong Mg b lines in the green region of the spec-
trum, and two additional Mg lines in the blue. Equiva-
lent widths were then measured by fitting Gaussian pro-
files to the metal absorption lines, and our estimate was
corrected based on the mean radial velocity from all the
lines measured. Using these 366 lines, we find a helio-
centric radial velocity of 307.6km s−1, with a standard
error of the mean of 0.1 km s−1. This is slightly higher
than the estimate of 301km s−1 from N10 based on the
medium resolution spectrum, but consistent within their
estimated velocity uncertainty of 10 km s−1. However,
our measurement is well within the estimated range for
the 300km s−1 stream.
The linelist used for the abundance analysis is based
on lines presented in Roederer et al. (2010), Aoki et al.
(2007), and Cayrel et al. (2004). In the instances where
the same line was included in more than one (original)
linelist, the most up to date oscillator strength was used,
following Roederer et al. (2010). This linelist was initally
compiled for work on stars more metal-poor than the
target, but besides the strongest lines, we found it to
work well for this metallicity range also.
For atomic lines, equivalent widths were measured by
fitting Gaussian profiles. Lines with reduced equivalent
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Fig. 1.— Summarizing the properties of the stream star candidates found in N10 and S11. Top left: Heliocentric radial velocity histogram of all
stars in the combined N10 and S11 samples with velocities greater than 240 kms−1. The black dashed line shows stars in the N10 sample, the blue
dotted lines show stars in the S11 sample, and the solid red line shows the total. Top right: Color-magnitude diagram of the 300 kms−1 stream
candidates found in S11 (filled circles) and N10 (open circles). The open star symbol denotes our target. The green triangles show radial velocity
members of the ultra-faint dwarf galaxy Segue 1, among which the stream stars were discovered. Blue (N10) and red (S11) dots show the remaining
stars that still meet the photometric cuts in either sample, but are not radial velocity members of Segue1 or the stream. Photometry is from
the SDSS-DR7 (Abazajian et al. 2009). The black line shows the globular cluster sequence of M5 (An et al. 2008), shifted according to reddening
(E(B − V ) = 0.03) and a best-fit distance of 18 kpc. A rough HB is shown to guide the eye. Bottom: Coordinate plots of stream candidate stars,
showing the N10 sample (left) and S11 sample (right). The box size represents the 2◦ field of view covered by N10 centered on Segue1; S11 on the
other hand only observed stars within 15′ of Segue1’s center. Symbols as in the color-magnitude diagram.
TABLE 2
Observed Targets
Name R. A. Dec. V B − V UT Date UT Start texp
(J2000) (J2000) (s)
300S-1 10 09 15.0 +15 59 48.4 17.70a 0.68a 03/08/2010 02:35 3000
03/08/2010 05:30 3600
03/19/2010 05:06 3000
03/22/2010 00:37 3100
03/22/2010 05:22 2800
03/23/2010 05:08 700
HIP37335 07 39 50.1 −01 31 20.4 9.25 0.82 03/13/2011 23:41 7
HIP47139 09 36 20.0 −20 53 14.8 8.34 1.01 03/12/2011 10:08 1
HIP68807 14 05 13.0 −14 51 25.5 7.25 0.93 03/13/2011 23:53 5
a Transformed from SDSS photometry following Jordi et al. (2006)
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Fig. 2.— High-resolution spectrum of our target star, 300S-1,
and the three comparison stars from the F00 sample, in the region
around the Mg b lines. Shown here are the short exposures of the
comparison stars, taken to obtain a similar resolution and S/N as
the 300S-1 spectrum.
widths log(EW/λ) > −4.5 were not used for abundance
determination, since they fall near the flat part of the
curve-of-growth. Given the noise in the spectra, most
lines with EW . 20mA˚, were cautiously excluded from
the analysis, except for when the S/N in the respective
wavelength range allowed for a > 3σ detection (e.g. in
the red spectral region).
For molecular features and elements with hyperfine
splitting, we used a spectrum synthesis approach. The
abundance was then determined by matching synthesized
spectra of different abundances to the observed spectra.
See Section 4 for details.
3.3. Stellar Parameters
The stellar parameters were determined by using the
iron lines in each spectrum, by an iterative process. First,
the microturbulence is fixed by demanding that the line
abundances show no trend with reduced equivalent width
(log EW/λ). Similarly, effective temperature is set by re-
quiring no trend of abundance with excitation potential
of the lines. Finally, the gravity is fixed by requiring that
the abundance derived from Fe II lines agree with that
obtained from Fe I to within 0.05dex. By varying the
temperature and microturbulence, and comparing the
slope to the scatter in the data, we adopt an uncer-
tainty of ± 150K in temperature, and ± 0.3 kms−1 in
microturbulence. Similarly, we obtain an uncertainty in
the gravity of ± 0.4 dex by seeing how much the gravity
can be changed with Fe I and Fe II still being consistent
within their uncertainties.
Table 3 shows the resulting stellar parameters for 300S-
1 and the three comparison stars obtained with this
method, with the values obtained by F00 in parenthesis
for comparison. For HIP68807 and HIP47139, our solu-
tions agree well with the parameters published by F00.
For HIP37335, we arrive at a slightly higher temperature
and gravity, and thus metallicity, than F00.
Figure 3 shows the adopted stellar parameters over-
plotted with theoretical 10Gyr isochrones (Kim et al.
2002). Our values agree reasonably well with the tracks
TABLE 3
Derived Stellar Parameters
Name Teff log g [Fe/H] vt
(K) (dex) (dex) (km s−1)
300S-1 5200 2.6 −1.4 1.5
HIP37335a 5100 (4850) 2.9 (2.7) −1.0 (−1.2) 1.5 (1.5)
HIP47139 4550 (4600) 0.9 (1.3) −1.6 (−1.4) 2.3 (1.8)
HIP68807 4600 (4575) 1.0 (1.1) −1.8 (−1.8) 2.0 (1.9)
a While our solution for HIP37335 is warmer than what was found in
F00, we note that it agrees with other literature sources for this star
(e.g., Soubiran et al. 2008; Cenarro et al. 2007; Peterson 1981).
Fig. 3.— Adopted stellar parameters for 300S-1 (filled star), as
well as for the three comparison stars (filled triangles). The open
triangles show the values for the comparison stars from Fulbright
(2000). Error bars are ± 150K and 0.4 dex in log g. Also shown
are theoretical 10-Gyr isochrones at [Fe/H] = −2.5, −1.5 and −0.5
respectively (Kim et al. 2002). A metal-poor horizontal branch has
been added to guide the eye.
within their uncertainties. As its position on the color-
magnitude diagram suggested, spectroscopically derived
stellar parameters confirm that 300S-1 is located on the
red giant branch. We note that the choice for the age
of the isochrone does not influence any conclusion since
the giant branches are nearly identical for 10 and e.g.
12Gyr.
For comparison, we also use the SDSS colors of 300S-1
to determine the temperature photometrically by inter-
polating the SDSS ugriz colors to the isochrones from
Kim et al. (2002), using the color tables of Castelli
(http://wwwuser.oat.ts.astro.it/castelli/). This results
in a slightly warmer temperature (depending on which
colors we use), with Teff ∼ 5400K and log g ∼ 3.5. If we
instead use this set of stellar parameters, we would arrive
at [Fe/H] of −1.3. This is, however, well within our esti-
mate of uncertainty for the metallicity (see Section 4.4).
For the rest of the analysis, we use the parameters de-
rived from spectroscopy to facilitate the relative analysis
with the Fulbright (2000) stars.
3.4. Model Atmospheres
Our abundance analysis utilizes one-dimensional
plane-parallel Kurucz model atmospheres with over-
shooting and α-enhancement (Kurucz 1993). They are
computed under the assumption of local thermodynamic
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TABLE 4
300S-1 Abundances
Element log ǫ(X⊙) log ǫ(X) σ N [X/H] [X/Fe]
(dex) (dex) (dex) (dex) (dex)
C (CH) 8.43 7.24 0.21 2 −1.19 +0.27
Na I 6.24 4.93 0.08 3 −1.31 +0.15
Mg I 7.60 6.30 0.07 6 −1.30 +0.16
Al I 6.45 < 5.00 · · · 2 < −1.45 < 0.01
Ca I 6.34 5.30 0.06 16 −1.04 +0.42
Sc II 3.15 1.46 0.05 3 −1.69 −0.23
Ti I 4.95 3.69 0.07 18 −1.26 +0.20
Ti II 4.95 3.77 0.06 17 −1.18 +0.28
Cr I 5.64 3.96 0.05 8 −1.68 −0.22
Mn I 5.43 3.41 0.07 3 −2.02 −0.56
Fe I 7.50 6.04 0.05 103 −1.46 0.00
Fe II 7.50 6.08 0.05 10 −1.42 +0.04
Co I 4.99 3.29 0.12 3 −1.70 −0.24
Ni I 6.22 4.73 0.06 14 −1.49 −0.03
Zn I 4.56 3.18 0.25 2 −1.38 +0.08
Sr II 2.87 0.50: 0.40 1 −2.37: −0.91:
Ba II 2.18 0.83 0.21 2 −1.35 +0.11
La II 1.10 −0.38 0.30 1 −1.48 −0.02
Eu II 0.52 −0.39: 0.40 1 −0.91: +0.55:
equilibrium (LTE). We use the 2010 version of the
MOOG synthesis code (first described in Sneden 1973)
for this analysis. In this version, scattering is currently
treated as true absorption, which may have consequences
for abundances derived from lines in the blue region of
the spectrum. Hollek et al. (2011) tested how the stellar
parameters are influenced by that effect and found that
temperature and gravities, and hence [Fe/H] are some-
what lower (0.1 to 0.2 dex) when scattering is properly
treated. This average abundance difference could be ex-
plained by the fact that abundances of metal lines at
lower wavelengths (below ∼ 4200 A˚) yield lower abun-
dances when the scattering is treated as Rayleigh scat-
tering. They used metal lines down to 3750 A˚. How-
ever, [X/Fe] values were found to not change beyond
∼ 0.05dex. Similar results were found by Frebel et al.
(2010) and Venn et al. (2012). Hence, our star might
be a little more metal-poor (perhaps 0.1 dex), because
we have no metal lines bluer than 4000 A˚ and the abun-
dance ratios would not be significantly affected by these
different treatments. As discussed below, these effects
are well accounted for in our error budget, and more-
over, do not affect our conclusions regarding the nature
of 300S-1.
4. ABUNDANCE ANALYSIS OF 300S-1
The derived stellar abundances of 300S-1 are summa-
rized in Table 4. The uncertainties quoted are the stan-
dard error of the mean, but we adopt a minimum un-
certainty of 0.05 dex. Solar abundances are taken from
Asplund et al. (2009). This section discusses the mea-
surement and uncertainties of the different elements in
more detail.
4.1. Carbon
The carbon abundance was determined by synthesis of
the carbon G-band head at 4313 A˚, and the CH feature
at 4323 A˚. An example of this, comparing the observed
spectrum to four synthesized spectra, is shown in Fig-
ure 4. Here, the thick red line shows the carbon abun-
dance adopted for this region,while the blue and green
Fig. 4.— Example of determining carbon abundance by synthesis:
The black dotted line shows the actual spectrum of 300S-1 at the
carbon G-band, while the colored lines show synthesized spectra
at different carbon abundances.
show the synthesis with ∆[C/Fe]± 0.3 dex. Synthesis of
the feature at 4323 A˚ was done independently; the car-
bon abundance quoted in Table 4 is the mean of the two.
Given the noise in the data, we adopt an uncertainty of
± 0.3 dex for each measurement.
4.2. Light elements
Abundances of elements without hyperfine structure
were determined from the equivalent width measure-
ments, as described in Section 3.2. In that case, the
uncertainties listed in Table 4 are the standard error of
the mean of the abundances determined from the indi-
vidual lines for each element. Abundances of elements
with hyperfine structure (Mn, Co) were determined by
synthesis of individual lines.
In general, the abundance patterns derived from the
high-resolution spectrum are similar to those of outer
halo stars at this metallicity (also see Section 5.4 and
Figure 7). The possible exception is Mg, which at
[Mg/Fe] = 0.14 is low compared to the other α-elements.
We note, however, that the derived Mg abundance is very
sensitive to the assumed surface gravity in the model,
and that our Mg measurements for the three compari-
son stars are lower than that measured in F00 (also see
Section 4.4 and Table 6), so this could be a systematic
effect. Taking the α-element abundance as (Ca + Mg
+ Ti)/3, we find [α/Fe] = +0.26. 300S-1 is at the low
end of α-enhancement compared to most halo stars at
this metallicity, but still higher than α-abundances seen
in classical dwarf spheroidal galaxies (e.g., Tolstoy et al.
2009).
4.3. Neutron-capture elements
Strontium abundance was determined by synthesis of
the line at 4215 A˚, illustrated in Figure 5. The line at
4077 A˚ is also visible in the spectrum but too noisy to
use for abundance determination; the data are however
not inconsistent with what is determined from the line
at 4215 A˚, within the uncertainties. Given the noise level
even at 4215 A˚, compared to the difference between the
synthesized spectra, this value should be regarded as un-
certain. In particular, even though the Sr abundance
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appears abnormally low compared to other stellar popu-
lations in Figure 8, this is likely not significant given the
uncertainty.
Barium abundance was determined by synthesis of the
lines at 4554 and 6496 A˚, with the abundance quoted
in Table 4 being the average of the two. The synthe-
sis of the 6496 A˚, line is shown in Figure 5. We adopt
an uncertainty of ± 0.3 dex. Europium was determined
by synthesis of the line at 4129 A˚. Like strontium, there
is considerable uncertainty due to the noisy spectrum.
Lanthanum was determined by synthesis of the line at
4333 A˚. Other lines are visible but too noisy for more pre-
cise abundance determination; the upper limits derived
are however consistent with the result derived from the
line at 4333 A˚. Synthesis of the 4333 A˚, line is shown in
Figure 5.
4.4. Uncertainties
Random errors come from uncertainties in placing the
continuum level; we estimate the random uncertainty in
the abundance of an element as the standard error of
the mean abundance determined from individual lines.
For elements that were determined from fitting just one
line with a synthetic spectrum (Sr, Eu and La), the er-
ror quoted in the second column is the estimated fitting
uncertainty.
Systematic errors arise from uncertainties in the stel-
lar parameters, as described in Section 3.3. To quan-
tify this effect, we repeated the analysis with the stel-
lar parameters of 300S-1 changed by +150 K, +0.4dex,
and +0.3 km s−1 in temperature, log g and microturbu-
lence respectively, and record the corresponding change
in abundance. Table 5 shows the result. The total uncer-
tainty is obtained by summing the individual components
in quadrature.
Another assessment of the uncertainties, given the
modest data quality, comes from comparing our abun-
dances from the low S/N spectra of the comparison stars
with those of F00. Table 6 shows the derived abun-
dances of the comparison stars, and lists the published
values from F00 also. Our abundances are in good agree-
ment within the uncertainties, especially when taking
into account the different stellar parameter solution for
HIP37335.
5. CHARACTERIZING THE 300KMS−1 STREAM
5.1. Stream Membership
As demonstrated by other authors, there is unequiv-
ocally a coherent stream present here with a kine-
matic peak at vhelio = 300 km s
−1 (Geha et al. 2009;
Norris et al. 2010; Simon et al. 2011). With more ex-
treme velocities, halo contaminants become less likely.
Given that a stream is present here with high velocities,
it is worth quantifying the probability whether the star
analysed here is a background halo star or not. We have
employed a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test using
the predicted line-of-sight velocities from the Besanc¸on
model (Robin et al. 2003) to quantify this likelihood. We
find a p value of 0.097, or a ∼ 10% chance that 300S-1
and predicted stars in the Besanc¸on model (Robin et al.
2003) are drawn from the same distribution. It is clear
that this star sits separate from the main line-of-sight
predicted population (Figure 6).
TABLE 5
Abundance Uncertainties for 300S-1
Elem. Random ∆Teff ∆log g ∆vmicr Total
Uncer. +150K +0.4 dex +0.3 km s−1 Uncer.
C (CH) 0.21 0.30 −0.05 −0.02 0.37
Na I 0.08 0.16 −0.10 −0.04 0.21
Mg I 0.07 0.16 −0.11 −0.05 0.21
Ca I 0.06 0.13 −0.05 −0.10 0.18
Sc II 0.05 0.02 +0.16 −0.02 0.17
Ti I 0.07 0.20 −0.02 −0.09 0.23
Ti II 0.06 0.03 +0.15 −0.09 0.19
Cr I 0.05 0.19 −0.01 −0.08 0.21
Mn I 0.07 0.15 −0.03 −0.10 0.20
Fe I 0.05 0.18 −0.04 −0.13 0.23
Fe II 0.05 −0.02 +0.16 −0.09 0.19
Co I 0.12 0.25 +0.00 −0.20 0.34
Ni I 0.06 0.14 +0.00 −0.06 0.16
Zn I 0.25 0.04 +0.10 −0.05 0.28
Sr II 0.40 0.10 +0.02 −0.10 0.42
Ba II 0.21 0.09 +0.08 −0.18 0.30
La II 0.30 0.05 +0.15 −0.05 0.34
Eu II 0.40 0.05 +0.15 −0.05 0.43
We can also deduce some likelihood that 300S-1 is a
halo member when we examine the observed velocity
distribution in Figure 1. The peak of the stream veloc-
ity distribution occurs at 300 km s−1 and comprises 39
member stars, amongst background halo outliers with
velocities between 250 and 400km s−1. Within the
270−330km s−1 range, it is reasonable to suspect that we
would observe fewer than 10 halo contaminants in 2◦ with
such high velocities. Indeed, the observed background
range in Figure 1 is approximately 5-10 halo stars, sug-
gesting a probability of between 13− 26% that 300S-1 is
a halo contaminant. We note that the probability that
this star is a halo star (& 10%) is the same probabil-
ity cutoff employed by Simon et al. (2011) in examining
stream members.
It is well-known that RGB stars in globular clusters
exhibit a characteristic anti-correlation in Na-O, and Al-
Mg (Carretta et al. 2009). Due to the low spatial distri-
bution and relatively high kinematic dispersion for this
stream compared to typical kinematically cold stellar
streams, it is possible that the origin of the 300km s−1
stream is a disrupted globular cluster. Although our
spectrum has extremely modest S/N below 4000 A˚, we
have attempted to synthesize the Al lines at 3944 A˚ and
3961 A˚. The Al lines at ∼ 6697 A˚ were not detected.
Hence, we cannot determine an accurate value for [Al/Fe]
from the blue lines. We can only exclude a super-solar
abundance [Al/Fe] < 0 for this star. However, this is a
rather low [Al/Fe] abundance if 300S-1 was a member of
a globular cluster. While there are globular cluster stars
with [Al/Fe] < 0 and similar metallicities, they gener-
ally have Mg abundances of 0.3 < [Mg/Fe] < 0.6 (com-
pare to Carretta et al. 2009, their Figure 5). 300S-1 has
[Mg/Fe] = 0.14 and even if that Mg abundance would be
systematically low by 0.1 to 0.2 dex, it would still mostly
fall outside any covered region. It suggests that 300S-1
may not be of a globular cluster origin. Unfortunately,
given the modest S/N of our spectra no reliable upper
limit on oxygen could be ascertained that could provide
further clues on the topic.
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Fig. 5.— Determining the abundances of Sr, Ba, Eu and La by comparing the observed lines to synthesized spectra at different abundances.
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Fig. 6.— Kinematics and metallicities for line-of-sight stars predicted by the Besanc¸on model (Robin et al. 2003). The star analysed
here, 300S-1, is marked as a filled star.
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Fig. 7.— Abundance ratios for light elements in 300S-1 (filled star symbol), as measured from our high-resolution spectrum. For
comparison, red and cyan points show thin and thick disk stars respectively, blue points show halo stars, and the crosses show stars in
the classical dwarf galaxies Draco, Sextans, Ursa Minor, Carina, Fornax, Sculptor and Leo I. A typical error bar for our measurements is
shown in the lower-left panel; also see Table 5.
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Fig. 8.— Abundance ratios for the neutron-capture elements Sr, Ba, La and Eu in 300S-1. Symbols as in Figure 7.
5.2. Metallicity of Stream
We determine a metallicity of [Fe/H] = −1.46 ±
0.05 ± 0.23 (random and systematic uncertainties) for
300S-1 based on the high-resolution spectrum. This
is in agreement with the prediction of [Fe/H] = −1.3
from Simon et al. (2011). This is also consistent with
what we roughly estimate from fitting the M5 (with
[Fe/H] = −1.2) isochrone to the stream photometry. It
adds support to the result that the stream stars have
higher metallicity than the Segue 1 system, as already
noted in S11 based on Ca triplet equivalents widths.
The AAOmega sample of N10 contains some metallic-
ity estimates based on Ca II K line strengths; in addition
to 300S-1, the spectrum of the stream star Segue1-101
(SDSSJ100659.01+154418.8) has enough counts to yield
[Fe/H] ≃ −1.7. Beyond this, there is no additional data
to determine the metallicity spread of the stream.
5.3. Evolutionary Status
From the spectroscopic analysis we find 300S-1 to be
a red giant branch star. Although the star sits slightly
above the isochrone, it agrees with the isochrone within
the uncertainties in the stellar parameters. From pho-
tometry, the star is also found to sit slightly above a
shifted M5 globular cluster sequence. It is noteworthy,
though, that the scatter of stream members is signifi-
cant (see Figure 1). Nevertheless, these discrepancies
could indicate the star to be on the horizontal branch.
The carbon abundance of 300S-1 may shed light on this
question. As a star ascends the giant branch, CN cy-
cling converts carbon into nitrogen, thus lowering the ob-
served surface carbon abundances. The measured value
of [C/Fe] = 0.25 suggests that CN cycling has not yet sig-
nificantly operated, assuming that the star did not form
from an unusually carbon-rich gas cloud. Some globular
clusters show this effect (e.g., Carretta et al. 2005, their
Figure 7) and compared to that, the carbon abundance
of 300S-1 also suggests the star to be on the lower or
middle part of the red giant branch and not in a more
evolved state on the horizontal branch.
5.4. Abundance Ratios
Figures 7 and 8 show the abundance patterns of 300S-
1, based on our high-resolution spectrum. The blue,
cyan and red points show stars in the halo, thick disk
and thin disk respectively, from the sample of Fulbright
(2000, 2002). Since the Fulbright sample does not include
Cr, Sr and La measurements, comparison points (halo
stars) for these elements are taken from Lai et al. (2007)
and Barklem et al. (2005). In addition, the crosses show
abundance patterns of stars in the classical dwarf galax-
ies Draco, Sextans, Ursa Minor, Carina, Fornax, Sculptor
and Leo I (Shetrone et al. 2001, 2003; Geisler et al. 2005;
Aoki et al. 2009; Cohen & Huang 2009).
The abundance ratios of 300S-1 overlap well with the
general halo population at that metallicity, though as
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TABLE 6
Standard Star Abundances
Element log ǫ(X) σ N [X/H] [X/Fe] [X/Fe]F00
(dex) (dex) (dex) (dex) (dex)
HIP37335
C (CH) 7.71 0.21 2 −0.72 +0.28 · · ·
Na I 5.46 0.07 4 −0.78 +0.22 +0.32
Mg I 7.05 0.12 4 −0.55 +0.45 +0.63
Ca I 5.86 0.05 16 −0.48 +0.52 +0.44
Sc II 2.40 0.05 9 −0.75 +0.25 · · ·
Ti I 4.20 0.05 28 −0.75 +0.25 +0.26
Ti II 4.20 0.05 16 −0.75 +0.25 · · ·
Cr I 4.65 0.05 14 −0.99 +0.01 −0.05
Mn I 4.61 0.05 3 −0.82 +0.18 · · ·
Fe I 6.50 0.05 124 −1.00 0.00 (−1.26)
Fe II 6.48 0.05 15 −1.02 −0.02 · · ·
Co I 3.55 0.05 3 −1.44 −0.44 · · ·
Ni I 5.30 0.05 24 −0.92 +0.08 +0.10
Zn I 3.78 0.08 2 −0.78 +0.22 · · ·
Ba II 1.43 0.21 2 −0.75 +0.25 −0.02
La II 0.42 0.30 1 −0.68 +0.32 · · ·
Eu II −0.19 0.30 1 −0.71 +0.29 +0.38
HIP68807
C (CH) 6.76 0.21 2 −1.67 +0.19 · · ·
Na I 4.36 0.05 3 −1.88 −0.02 −0.13
Mg I 6.17 0.05 6 −1.43 +0.43 +0.49
Ca I 4.89 0.05 17 −1.45 +0.41 +0.37
Sc II 1.45 0.06 6 −1.70 +0.16 · · ·
Ti I 3.25 0.05 23 −1.70 +0.16 +0.20
Ti II 3.45 0.05 18 −1.50 +0.36 · · ·
Cr I 3.61 0.05 14 −2.03 −0.17 −0.12
Mn I 3.40 0.07 3 −2.03 −0.17 · · ·
Fe I 5.64 0.05 127 −1.86 0.00 (−1.83)
Fe II 5.68 0.05 14 −1.82 0.04 · · ·
Ni I 4.48 0.05 12 −1.74 +0.12 −0.03
Zn I 2.84 0.20 1 −1.72 +0.14 · · ·
Ba II 0.69 0.14 3 −1.49 +0.37 +0.27
La II −0.68 0.30 1 −1.78 +0.08 · · ·
Eu II −0.99 0.40 1 −1.51 +0.35 +0.40
HIP47139
C (CH) 6.61 0.21 2 −1.82 −0.23 · · ·
O I 8.14 0.15 1 −0.55 +1.04 · · ·
Na I 4.65 0.05 4 −1.59 0.00 −0.18
Mg I 6.42 0.08 4 −1.18 +0.41 +0.54
Ca I 5.05 0.05 16 −1.29 +0.30 +0.27
Sc II 1.64 0.05 12 −1.51 +0.08 · · ·
Ti I 3.52 0.05 26 −1.43 +0.16 +0.29
Ti II 3.67 0.05 18 −1.28 +0.31 · · ·
Cr I 3.94 0.07 16 −1.70 −0.11 −0.17
Mn I 3.58 0.07 3 −1.85 −0.26 · · ·
Fe I 5.91 0.05 109 −1.59 0.00 (−1.46)
Fe II 5.94 0.05 11 −1.56 0.03 · · ·
Ni I 4.65 0.05 18 −1.57 +0.02 +0.00
Zn I 2.97 0.11 2 −1.59 −0.00 · · ·
Ba II 0.92 0.10 3 −1.26 +0.33 +0.16
La II −0.48 0.30 1 −1.58 +0.01 · · ·
Eu II −0.49 0.40 1 −1.01 +0.58 · · ·
noted in Section 4, the α- and particularly Mg abun-
dances are on the low end. (The Sr abundance also ap-
pears low, but as discussed in Section 4, this is likely
not significant due to the low S/N of the spectrum in
this region.) The general abundance pattern is closer to
a typical halo star than to a classical dwarf spheroidal
galaxy star.
The overall abundance pattern is important for inter-
preting the nature of the stream and its potential pro-
genitor. Judging from this one star, 300S may be the
first stream with halo-like abundances. This predicament
illustrates that a careful mapping of the region around
Segue 1 and the 300km s−1 stream is of great importance.
Initial work on SDSS data to address this question hints
that this region is even more complex than assumed thus
far. An attempt to decompose the many populations in
the Segue 1 region will be presented in a forthcoming pa-
per (A. Jayaraman et al., in preparation).
5.5. Distance to stream
We use two different methods of estimating the dis-
tance to the stream. First, based on the stellar param-
eters we assume 300S-1 to be a red giant (Figure 3).
Given the star’s metallicity, we chose the [Fe/H] = −1.5
isochrone as the “best fit”. While it is not a perfect
match to our stellar parameters, it is reasonably close to
our determined values. The corresponding inferred ab-
solute magnitude of 300S-1 is MV ≃ +1.37. Transform-
ing the Sloan photometry following Jordi et al. (2006),
and correcting for extinction according to Schlegel et al.
(1998), we find 300S-1 has V = 17.60. This yields a
distance modulus of 16.23, resulting in a best distance
estimate of ≃ 18 kpc. Given the uncertainties, however,
a distance within ±7kpc of this estimate would still be
consistent with the stellar parameters we derived from
the spectroscopy. Our distance estimate of 18 kpc is in
good agreement with Simon et al. (2011) who find a dis-
tance of 22 kpc to the stream.
A second distance estimate comes from using the pho-
tometric data and comparing the color-magnitude dia-
gram to various globular cluster sequences from An et al.
(2008), shifted according to the distance moduli and red-
dening (E(B − V ) = 0.03 for M5, E(B − V ) = 0.02 for
M92) compiled in Harris (1996). As seen in Figure 1,
the M5 sequence is a good fit to the stream data when
shifted to a distance of 18 kpc. This is in good agreement
with the estimate based on spectroscopically determined
stellar parameters.
Both the isochrone fit based on the single spectroscopic
measurement and the photometric data indicate that the
stream stars are at a distance of ≃ 18 kpc, slightly closer
than the assumed distance of 23±2kpc (Belokurov et al.
2007b) for Segue 1 itself. However, the uncertainties
on both values are substantial enough that we cannot
rule out that they are at the same distance. We also
caution that since the stream stars were picked out in
color-magnitude filters targeting stars at the distance of
Segue 1, the stream stars in our sample by design cannot
be at a very different distance.
We note that with galactic coordinates l, b ≃ 220◦, 50◦
and a heliocentric distance of 18 kpc, the stream stars
are located in the outer galaxy. A heliocentric radial
velocity of 300 kms−1 translates to Galactic Standard
of Rest velocity of about 230 km s−1 in this direction.
This suggests the stream stars to be on a low angular
momentum orbit that would eventually bring it closer
and into the inner Galaxy.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a high-resolution spectrum and
abundance analysis of 300S-1, a bright star in the
300km s−1 stream near the ultra-faint dwarf galaxy
Segue 1. We determine a metallicity [Fe/H] = −1.46 ±
0.05±0.23 (random and systematic uncertainties) for this
star, with abundance ratios similar to typical halo stars
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at this metallicity. Fitting the stellar parameter solu-
tion onto theoretical isochrones, we estimate a distance
of 18 ± 7 kpc. Both the metallicity and distance are in
good agreement with estimates obtained from comparing
the SDSS photometry to globular cluster sequences.
With this new information, we present several possible
scenarios regarding the nature and origin of the stream:
• Since these high-velocity stars were discovered in a
survey targeting Segue 1 members, a natural ques-
tion to ask is whether the stream is related to the
Segue 1 dwarf galaxy. We find this an unlikely sce-
nario for several reasons. First, the study of S11
finds no evidence that the Segue 1 system is be-
ing tidally disrupted. Our distance estimate, based
both on the high-resolution spectroscopy data and
the photometry indicate that the stream stars are
at a slightly closer distance than Segue 1, though
the data are not good enough to rule out that
they are at the same distance. In addition, the
color-magnitude diagrams suggest that the stream
members are in general at a higher metallicity than
Segue 1, which our high-resolution measurement of
one stream star also confirms.
• Another possibility, suggested by Geha et al.
(2009), is that these stars could be associated with
the Sagittarius stream. Indeed at least two wraps
of Sagittarius overlap with Segue 1 in this direc-
tion, and Niederste-Ostholt et al. (2009) argue that
Segue 1 itself is a star cluster from the Sagittarius
galaxy. But as for the stream stars, our metal-
licity measurement indicates that the 300km s−1
stream does not have metallicities representative
of Sgr debris, (Chou et al. 2007; Casey et al. 2012),
and no Sgr debris model that we are aware of pre-
dicts a wrap at this velocity. Moreover, the part
of the Sagittarius stream proposed to be contam-
inating Segue 1 samples has vGSR ∼ 130km s
−1
(Niederste-Ostholt et al. 2009), while the stream
stars have vGSR ∼ 230 km s
−1.
• The Orphan Stream (Belokurov et al. 2007a)
crosses the Sagittarius stream on the sky near
Segue 1, and at a similar distance modulus. Again,
however, the velocities do not agree – the re-
ported velocities of the Orphan Stream are around
vGSR ∼ 110 kms
−1. In addition, the Orphan
stream is metal-poor, with reported metallicities
of [Fe/H] = −1.63 to −2.10 (Newberg et al. 2010;
Casey et al. 2013). Although both the Orphan
Stream and Sagittarius Stream overlap with the
300 km s−1 stars, then, the combined metallicity
and velocity information suggest that they are un-
related.
• We have assumed throughout this paper that the
300 kms−1 feature is a stellar stream, but as
pointed out in S11, until we can determine the full
spatial extent of these kinematically linked stars,
we cannot rule out that the stars belong to a bound
object. If so, given the 1◦ extent seen in N10, its
physical diameter would be at least 300 (d/18kpc)
pc. This highlights the need for new photometry
to map out the full extent of the 300 kms−1 stars.
The fact that this stream may be largely chemically
similar to the halo is particularly interesting. This is rel-
evant to chemical tagging (Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn
2002), which infers that stars originating from a com-
mon origin can be unambiguously identified solely by
their chemistry and without the need for kinematics.
This stream is most noticable only from its kinematics,
and not by any particularly distinct chemical signature
identified in this work. Although the luminosity, num-
ber of abundances analyzed or abundance uncertainties
presented here do not match the strict requirements for
the complete chemical tagging planned in future galac-
tic archaeology surveys (Ting et al. 2012), we identify
this 300 km s−1 stream as a candidate for testing and
validating the chemical tagging concept. It would be
particularly interesting to determine whether chemical
tagging alone could identify members belonging to this
300km s−1 stream without the need for kinematics, as
the chemical elements analyzed here are only marginally
distinguishable from the halo.
Although the 300km s−1 stars are found in a region
of sky with many known structures, the combination
of velocity, chemistry and distance information makes
it unlikely that these stars are associated with any of the
Sagittarius stream, the Orphan stream, or the Segue 1
dwarf galaxy. We therefore conclude that these stars
belong to a new structure in the crowded “Field of
Streams”. Its features include an extreme mean velocity
of 300km s−1 with a velocity dispersion of 7 km s−1 (as
found by S11), a broad spatial distribution, and halo-
like chemical abundances. The abundance patterns in
particular make this stream very interesting to study in
the context of halo formation.
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